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There are new renders that show an early version of LG's vision for the upcoming V30. Essentially a slider phone with a secondary touchscreen display instead of a physical keyboard you can find on the BlackBerry Priv, it's a pretty intriguing concept. Evan Blass, who shared the renders, was quick to point out that the final design of the
LG V30 may have moved away from these early concepts, but they give a tantalizing look at LG's thinking. The original LG V10 was an unexpected hit, with its chunky design, secondary ticker display, dual front camera, DAC and amplifier tweaking it separately both visually and functionally from the rest of the package. The subsequent
V20 took the design a departure from the original, falling heavily into the leg behind the flagship LG G5 and switching dual cameras to the back. Weekend bonus: This is an old-ish mock-up of Joan's project, a.g. LG V30. It is not clear if the project is still moving in that direction. Evan pic.twitter.com/k5jNJ7DyLz Blas (@evleaks) May 27,
2017A A complete redesign change of the LG V30 seems feasible. LG clearly hasn't settled on a fixed approach to the V line and generally mixes its designs on a regular basis - just look at the G Series. In a saturated smartphone market, cunning as a slider phone can go a long way to look, for better or worse. Personally I have warm
memories of slider phones in general and, despite its drawbacks, enjoyed the BlackBerry Priv greatly. This would make the V30 like it instantly appealing to someone like me. But Priv failed to find much of the audience behind the faithful BlackBerry and the V30 might suffer a similar fate if it follows the slider approach. Regarding Priv's
failure to catch on, perhaps it was a BlackBerry, maybe it was a slider, maybe it was a combination of both, but the slider could be risky territory for LG. On the other hand, the secondary touchscreen display, with its numerous cases of use, as stated in a follow-up tweet from Blass, can fall in love with its many phone buyers looking for
something a little different from the metal and glass slabs we are increasingly used to. There's no denying it will attract a lot of attention in retail stores and on the street, and if LG can nail the software, it can easily be very popular. Related: Is the Galaxy S8 user interface the best Android skin? What do you think? Would you buy an LG
V30 if it looked like this? Do you think LG would get the software right? Or is it just another pointless trick without the real value of use? Hit the comments and let us know what you think of this concept and what angle you think LG might end up taking with the V30. The LG V30 sports a number of impressive premium features, but the
company has paid extra attention to the quality of the phone's audio installation. Just like last year's V20, The mysterious quad-DAC on board promises a superb listening experience, along with high quality Bluetooth streaming, new voice recording capabilities, and a selection of new software options. The LG V series has built a solid
reputation among the smartphone audiophile crowd, so here's a closer look at what's on offer for audio enthusiasts with this year's V30 release. High quality music playbackStart with the most sought-after requirements for music lovers and audio, high precision playback. For those who are still listening on wired, the LG V30 sports another
32-bit quad-core DAC instead of the built-in Snapdragon SoC solution - this time in all global markets. Ignoring that 32-bit quad bike marketing jargon for a minute, DAC chip ESS technology is ES9218P, a familiar chip in LG's latest flagships. Functional Block Chart for ES9218PThe chip features stereo quad-core parallel delta sigma
converter channels with 32-bit interpolation filter for low noise conversion process, which ESS calls its HyperStream II architecture. For the specification of insatiable audiophiles, ES9218 boasts 2.0Vrms, 130 dB SNR and -114 dB Total Harmonic Distortion, as well as support for up to 32-bit 384 kHz PCM and DSD256 file formats. Of
course, the real performance of the extra circuit, the required drive from the amplifier, and the type of input file will affect these statistics somewhat, but they are impressive nonetheless. While most specifications look the same between the V30's ES9218P and the V20's ES9218 chips, a dig at the ESS press material shows that version P
lacks support for DSD512 data. In addition, this time LG decided to allow the user to choose between three output filters chip. We'll talk more about them in a minute. For those who have switched to wireless listening, LG retains its position as a leader when it comes to introducing high-quality wireless technologies. The LG V30 supports
the company's latest aptX HD Bluetooth codec, which is significantly improved compared to traditional Bluetooth quality. Other smartphones to support aptX HD are limited to the OnePlus 3, 3T and 5, LG G5, G6 and V20, and only a small selection of others from smaller brands. LG maintains its position as a leader when it comes to
introducing high-quality wireless technologies. In a nutshell, aptX HD supports high-resolution 24-bit 48 kHz audio file formats over Bluetooth, compared to the 16-bit 48 kHz with the classic aptX. The qualifier targets a 4:1 compression ratio with its codecs, so the classic offers a set of 352 kbps bitrate while HD ups it's up to 576 kbps - a
quarter of the beatrate of a uncompressed 24-bit 48 kHz file. However, due to the use of adaptive differential momentum modulation to send compressed data, the final much better than a typical loss-making codec. The only downside is that you'll need an aptX HD compatible set set or speakers to use this high-quality codec. They are
currently in short supply, but more manufacturers are emerging with support this year. Options for the software equalizerAudio software options were pretty limited in the V20, but LG is keen to fix this with the V30. The obligatory volume control, along with the familiar left and right balance control, can be found in the Hi-Fi DAC settings
menu. This is now accompanied by a selection of sound or equalizers too. A number of music apps are downloaded with preset equalizer options, sometimes even allowing users to customize their own, so this will be a familiar feature for many. However, this feature is still missing from the V30 variants. Instead, LG has come up with four
presets, which it claims are optimally designed based on the popular tones and characteristics of the research of its engineers. Preliminary sets are called extended, detailed, lively and bass. The final option for selecting the digital characteristics of the sound filter, an interesting new setting that you won't find anywhere else. At first it may
seem like it has something to do with sound presets, but some digging through the ESS DAC data sheets (I can't find one for the exact ES9218 model) shows that a customizable FIR (ultimate pulse reaction) output filter is a common feature of ess' chips. Without going into detail, the final stage of any DAC delta sigma is to filter out the
noise that has been pushed into high frequencies, leaving us with only a beep. The trusting old Nyquist theorem tells us that the maximum frequency for captured data is displayed at half of our sampling frequency (24 kHz for 48 kHz files, etc.), so we have to filter out everything above that. What you're looking at in LG's user interface with
this strange squiggly line is actually a filter presentation known as a pulse response. This shows the frequency of the filter's response as a ink function and the associated filter ringing or artifacts. The tougher the filter, the more artifacts you'll probably see, but squiggle isn't really very useful for visualizing what the filter is doing, instead it's
easier to look at the amplitude graph and frequency. Ess Datasheet for ES9018 filters shows different frequency reactions of Sharp and Slow filters. The data below 0.5x sampling frequency is actually useful, so the filters are just designed to remove noise. Real-world filters don't turn off signals instantly and perfectly, and different types of
FIR filters can reduce the amplitude of frequencies outside the bandwidth more or less dramatically than others. This slope is often referred to as filter speed, and this is what LG refers to with short, sharp and slow. More fast filters suffer from more ripples in the aisle and the intensity of the bands, is what LG refers to as a before and after
the jingle pulse and can be seen see small ripples on either side of the large pass frequency represented by the pulse response. In fact, this can manifest itself as a slight change in the frequency amplitude around the corner of the filter. Is that really important? The main answer is no, since we are dealing with a very high-frequency filter,
we are unlikely to be able to hear any differences as a result of the changes in these filters. A more complex answer is that types of golden ear can claim to detect subtle changes from an earlier folded filter or differences as a result of filter ringing. But I'm skeptical how the changes will be a minute, while the placebo effect is pressing the
button and assuming the difference is always compelling. Support for the MSA As the V30 boasts some top-notch weekend hardware, you'll want support for the very best file formats too. The V30 is the first global smartphone release to support the MLA format, which is a shorthand for Master audio quality.The V30 is the first global
smartphone release to support the ISMA format is a high-quality file format that boasts a better compression ratio for high-resolution audio than FLAC, but without losing data associated with unprofitable file types like MP3. Instead, the MLA repackages high-frequency audio data into extra bits of data inherent in hi-res audio files. This is a
very interesting technology, and shares some similar ideas of wireless variable quantitative codeks used for higher quality Bluetooth audio. If you're intrigued, here's a brief need to know. A study of real recording applications shows that the most achievable noise floor recording actually falls just above -120dB (20-bit), but 24-bit audio files
give us a noise floor around -145dB. So we actually have 4 bits of redundant data transmitted with each audio sample with high res. In addition, data above 48 kHz requires much less dynamic range to play, since it basically just contains noise that is very close to the noise floor. Thus, this data can be captured using much lower bit-depth
than the 20-bits used for the bulk of the music. The MSA Stereophile fills high-frequency data into unused bits of low-frequency samples. MSA encapsulates these very high-frequency data and basically places them in the least significant bits of data between 24 and 48 kHz. An area that would otherwise simply contain occasional 1s and
0s noise. This doesn't stop there though, the data above 24 kHz without loss is re-condensed in a similar way and lurking below the noise floor below 24 kHz, resulting in a 24-bit, 48kHz file type that actually contains data in general up to 192 kHz. This data can then be compressed with the help of methods without loss to end up with a
data transfer speed of about 1.5 Mbps per channel, which is smaller than a uncompressed CD file. Interestingly, MSA files can be delivered through standard standard file types, including FLAC, AIFF and WAV. If you think about it, there is no way to hear that the data is encoded in bits that fall below the noise floor if you decipher them. So
if your phone doesn't support MLA it can still play the file on CD quality, without indefatigable data to reap all its benefits. However, if the equipment manufacturer licenses the MSA decoder, it can unpack this additional information to reproduce high-frequency components without loss. The type of ISA file is supported by the Tidal
streaming service through a selection of specially developed tracks. So if you subscribe to HiFi or even better package, you'll be able to enjoy higher quality music streaming with the V30 without eating up more data. The video below from MSA mastermind Bob Stewart probably explains it all better than I can, although I'll leave you to
discuss the merits of storing data from very high sample rates. Make better recordingsOk, enough about sound playback, the LG V30 is also sporting some top-notch recording technology too. HD Audio Recorder from V20 and G6 is making a comeback, but this time with the introduction of new receiver technology as a microphone. This
allows you to use the phone's audio receiver simultaneously as a microphone, which is designed to improve the capture of very loud sounds. We're not sure exactly what else has changed with the V20. The previous model features three High Acoustic Overload Point microphones that support an unspoken audio recording up to a
deafening 132 dB. Perhaps they were replaced by the implementation of Receiver-as-a-Mic? The HD Audio Recorder option retains its 24-bit/192kHz recording capabilities and without losing 24-bit, 48kHz audio output for video too. Wrap UpIt is pretty clear, then, that the LG V30 boasts a premium audio setup. The phone has all bases
covered the top of the DAC line for wired headphones, support for higher-resolution Bluetooth streaming with aptX HD, and the latest file format trends in the industry in MLA. Don't forget the powerful mic setup to make sure you have a great sound to go along with the footage taken from an equally impressive looking camera. Whether you
put great value on the quality of your portable or streaming music collection, the LG V30 should certainly be on your radar if you're looking for a new smartphone. smartphone.
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